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ABSTRACT
We test this premise and explore representation spaces
from a single deep convolutional network and their visu-
alization to argue for a novel unified feature extraction
framework. The objective is to utilize and re-purpose
trained feature extractors without the need for network
retraining on three remote sensing tasks i.e. superpixel
mapping, pixel-level segmentation and semantic based
image visualization. By leveraging the same convolu-
tional feature extractors and viewing them as visual in-
formation extractors that encode different image repre-
sentation spaces, we demonstrate a preliminary induc-
tive transfer learning potential on multiscale experiments
that incorporate edge-level details up to semantic-level
information.
Index Terms— settlement mapping, segmentation,
representation learning, convolutional neural networks,
inductive transfer learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
Even though the problem of image understanding has
a long history in computer vision applications; recent
breakthroughs in high performance computing and the
availability of large overhead imagery are leading the
cause for its surging appeal for disruptive remote sens-
ing (RS) applications. Fueled by the success of methods
including deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) in
multimedia image classification, similar efforts are being
sought for high resolution RS applications that not only
achieve human level performance in terrestrial object
classification but achieve semantic labeling and building
extraction at large scale. However, due to its spatio-
temporal nature, RS data offers unique challenges that
necessitates the design of new deep neural architectures.
For example, by treating building extraction as an ob-
ject localization challenge a deep learning implementa-
tion requires that both spatial and semantic image rep-
resentations are combined towards training a convolu-
tional classifier for accurate building-level detection[1].
Theoretical frameworks for understanding CNN archi-
tectures are yet to be fully explored. However, in the
past few years, visualization technologies have emerged
to close the gap by providing valuable insights on the
information extraction stages of CNNs. Such crucial un-
derstanding is attributed to a variety of top perform-
ing deep CNNs[2, 3, 4]. Training deep CNNs is compu-
tationally expensive and requires elusive knowledge on
hyper-parameter tuning. Mild efforts are being directed
to study the potential for multiple tasks to leverage on
shared image CNN representations[5].
It is with the above motivation that this paper seeks
to explore the same representations towards image-level
classification, pixel-level segmentation and semantic
neighborhood mapping without the need for CNN re-
training. An investigation is conducted by visually
seeking to understand image representations via probing
internal activation maps during the CNN forward pass
process. Preliminary results shows that with limited
labeling information, a unified representation learning
of human settlement structures with overhead imagery
has greater potential. Re-purposing of CNN feature ex-
tractors from course labels to fine-grained and semantic
mapping tasks seeks to inform their wide applicability
in RS. Using the visual understanding of CNNs, we
highlight the following: (1) inductive transfer learning
capabilities with a unified representation feature extrac-
tor toward multiple human settlement mapping tasks,
(2) use semantic representational space to understand a
collection of images, and (3) seeking maximal activation
maps to obtain insights on per-class image characteristics
to inform unique design of RS driven CNN architectures.
Image-level ground truth acquired from 0.5-meter
overhead imagery is used to train a CNN towards su-
perpixel human settlement mapping. Training data con-
sists of 40, 000 image patches, each of size 144 × 144
pixels. From 4-large tile scenes we crop out the train-
ing patches on a grid including 20, 000 image patches
for the validation set. A second set of 20, 000 image
patches is created from a different geographic location for
generating a second semantic neighborhood mapping re-
sult. The CNN architecture consist of 7-weight layers in-
cluding 4-convolutional (conv) layers, 2-fully connected
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(fcn) layers, and 3-maxpooling(pool) layers. Pool lay-
ers are configured after each conv layer. CNN odel pa-
rameters are obtained via a stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) technique based on the back-propagation frame-
work. The SGD learning rate is set to 0.00273 via a
full hyper-parameter gridsearch, while the activation is
performed with ReLU, filter weights initialized from a
normal distribution, and the batch size set to 150. The
trained CNN feature extractors are re-purposed to as-
sess two different tasks i.e. (1) pixel-level mapping, (2)
semantic and topological mapping. We present our early
observations and highlight the essentials of probing CNN
maps to inform multiscale tasking with a single represen-
tational learning learning framework.
2. RELATED WORK
Visual understanding of deep neural network architec-
tures has enabled the capability to extract valuable in-
sights on the internal transformations performed by the
CNN filtering process in many computer vision tasks.
Visual probing for insight extraction in CNNs can be
traced back to the early work in [6], where a direct pro-
jection of first layer filters to the image space was per-
formed to assess the learning capacity of the network. A
technique to project intermediate and deeper CNN ac-
tivation maps was demonstrated in [7] via a deconvolu-
tion process to yield reconstructed image encodings that
were interpreted via the discriminant strong information
from the input image pixels. In [3], image patches that
maximize selected neuron activation maps were sought
by performing a gradient ascent in the image space with
the goal of studying their pixel level characteristics. In
[8], the authors extend the method towards seeking input
images that trigger similar neural stimulation for a given
layer. The work in [4] sought to visualize in a more com-
prehensive manner the representation spaces constructed
by all filters of a layer.
We draw lessons from this body of literature to
seek insights on the representation spaces constructed
by CNNs with 0.5-meter single band remote sensing
imagery. Our main objective being to leverage the rep-
resentation spaces obtained with image-level ground
truth toward assessing fine-grained settlement detec-
tion and mapping of images onto a semantic topological
geometry.
3. INDUCTIVE MAPPING WITH
OVERHEAD IMAGES
Remote sensing overhead image data reside on a spatio-
temporal grid and this is in contrast to independent
and identically distributed sample-based methodologies
widely adopted in traditional machine learning. Human
settlement mapping is a typical challenge that requires
that an image representation should take the grid na-
ture of the data into account. CNNs have proven to
be applicable in leveraging the spatial image grid[6, 9].
Given the range and complex nature of human settle-
ment understanding with overhead imagery, the induc-
tive transfer learning approach is to exploit visualization
driven insights and demonstrate a single CNN frame-
work on: (one) superpixel classification of homogeneous
regions into single categories, (two) pixel-level classifica-
tion to seek fine-grained detection of settlement structure
boundaries and (three) using image-patches to compute
for semantic level neighbourhood mapping. Figure 1 il-
lustrate the generalized conceptual architecture for the
envisioned unified representational learning framework
with overhead imagery.
input image
· · ·
conv-1 pool-1 conv-2 pool-2 fcn
{classification}
DB { neighborhood mapping }
super-pixel label
CONV-1 CONV-2 CONV-3 CONV-4
activation cube pixel-level segmentation
{ clustering }
Fig. 1: A unified representational learning with CNN
and inductive settlement extraction framework.
3.1. Superpixel based settlement detection
Homogeneous region classification is emerging in popu-
larity with remote sensing imagery. Clear-cut bound-
aries are sought to distinguish classes (e.g. urban vs
forest)[10]. We illustrate the potential applicability of
CNN features on a 16 × 16 superpixel block region for
human settlement mapping. We posit that using a large
volume of local homogeneous patch level ground truth
for training the representation learning framework, could
offer greater potential to stimulate automatic learning
of coherent local structures that are characteristic and
common with overhead imagery containing human settle-
ments. The hierarchical and deeper feature abstraction
by CNNs could efficiently generate scale invariant repre-
sentations that are favourable for seeking homogeneous
regions. Figure 2(a) and (b) illustrate the superpixel
based mapping generated with a softmax classification
on the fcn features of the CNN.
3.2. Hypercolumns for settlement detection
It is inarguable that, at large, recognition algorithms
based on CNNs typically use the output of the fcn layer
as a feature representation. However, as shown by the
example in Figure 1, the information from the top conv
layers and the fcn layers appears to be too coarse spa-
tially to enable precise pixel level settlement segmen-
tation. As first demonstrated in [5] and also reflected
in Figure 1, lower conv layers do retain edge detec-
tion information that may be precise in detecting set-
tlement boundaries albeit not capture higher level se-
mantic details to describe the settlement as a whole. Us-
ing the approach of [5], we define the hypercolumn at
a pixel as the vector of activations of all CNN layers
above that pixel. Using the hypercolumns as pixel de-
scriptors, we leverage on image level trained CNN feature
extractor to generate the fine-grained mapping shown in
Figure 2(c) and (d). The algorithmic implementation
utilizes a mini-batch K-means clustering algorithm to
generate the pixel-level segmentation results. Figure 2(c)
shows the pixel-segmentation results detecting additional
settlements that are appear to be omissions in the top-
left corner of the superpixel mapping in (a).
3.3. Semantic and topological mapping
Semantic image visualization using very high resolution
remote sensing imagery has emerged as another chal-
lenging application in the past decade. The most recent
attempt at this challenge presented a semi-supervised
learning framework employing the notion of superpixel
tessellation representations of imagery[10]. The im-
age representation utilizes homogeneous and irregularly
shaped regions and relies on hand designed features
based on intensity histograms, geometry, corner and
superpixel density and scale of tessellation. Of relation,
we demonstrate the potential of leveraging top layer
fcn representations, toward a semantic image represen-
tation visualization with thousands of image patches
cropped from large scenes. Although the intermediate
stages of the CNN could offer representations useful in
related mapping tasks, the result in Figure 3 reveals a
more homogeneous image content mapping based on top
level features. By applying clustering methods in the
projected space course level neighborhood segmentation
map can potentially be generated.
4. IMAGE INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Each stage of the conv filtering process retains class
related discriminatory information with the top conv
and fcn retaining object specific semantic information.
Figure 3 shows a large scale semantic patch represen-
tation obtained with same CNN model for two differ-
(a) dense settlements (b) sparse settlements
(c) dense settlements (d) sparse settlements
Fig. 2: Illustrating superpixel mapping(top row) and
pixel-level terrain segmentation(bottom row) on 0.5-
meter 1728× 1728 pixel aerial imagery.
ent geographic locations. The result in (a) is a mani-
fold learning projection[11, 12] of the fcn layer features.
The projection shows patches close(similar in content) in
the fcn representation space embedded close in the two-
dimensional topological space. The gradual information
extraction by CNNs can be visualized to gain useful in-
sights for image representation understanding. As shown
in (c), highest activation feature maps can be visualized
on each layer to reveal discriminatory and useful infor-
mation for relevant multiscale analysis. Edge-level and
semantic level discriminatory information is consistently
extracted across the six example patches in (b) contain-
ing houses, rocks, roads and trees.
5. CONCLUSION
A preliminary investigation is conducted to exploit
image-level ground truth towards a single CNN represen-
tational model in multiscale human settlement under-
standing with 0.5-meter resolution overhead imagery.
We visually contrast our early results for superpixel
mapping and the hypercolumn induced pixel-level seg-
mentation. The investigation demonstrates a surprising
potential to obtain reasonable fine-grained human settle-
ment mapping from image-level ground truth. This out-
come offers further grounds to expand our efforts to seek
multiple objective functional forms towards RS mapping
Fig. 3: Topological and semantic mapping of image in-
formation for Egypt (top row) and Afghanistan (bottom
row). Column (a) shows the semantic neighborhood em-
bedding plane using fcn representations. Column (b)
are example patches from (a). Column (c) shows recon-
structed maximally activated conv feature extractors for
example patches in (b).
with a unified representation learning framework. In
addition, the discriminatory capable fcn features when
transformed via manifold projections pointed to another
direction for seeking image segmentation at semantics
level - a very promising avenue for seeking region-based
RS semantic neighborhood mapping.
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